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On las ramshackle country estate contemptu
ously served by his former batman Belcher Sir
Gerald is becoming senile Helen his icy
Tvaricious niece persuades Belcher to goid her
uncle to his death so that they may together
inherit the property She then scornfully die
misses Belcher in favour of \ ictor his bastard son
\ictor expensively educated by Sir Gerald is
mentally unstable and impotent but this familiar
Mercer figure is now on the periphery The
conflict between the chaste and physically timid
Sir Cerald and the coarse ind drunken Belcher has
become the compelling focus
ifter Hayoerty    1970    M
Bernard Link dejected after two unsuccessful
marriages suddenlj finds his new flat invaded by
the vociferous American Claire deserted wife of
the former tenant Haggerty She brings her
baby Idiosyncratic decorators from Rely
On add to the comic confusion
Meanwhile rather stereotyped flashbacl s in the
form of monologue reveal emotional stalemate
Bernard international drama critic addresses
his parochial engine driver father (invisible to the
audience) and the adoring" heiress Claire talks
to the indifferent and anarchical Hatgerty (also
unseen)
Bernard s weary embarrassment is intensified
bj the unheralded arrival of his father prejudiced
and censorious yet pathetic
The play ends with two acts of cruelty An
empty coiSn arrives from Haggertj indicating his
demise and Bernard exasperated by his father s
mental atrophj symbolically hangs the funeral
wreath round his necL.
A latent topic Is disillusion with communism
and violent protest but Mercer s favourite theme
the alienation of artisan father and educated son
finds no resolution The dialogue is vigorous and
inventive especiallj in invective
Flint    1970    M
The play presents the improbable situation of a
kindly septuagenan Kensington vicar Flint
(Michael Hoidern) agnostic since ordination
whose sexual obsessions and irregularities have
long been the scandal of the diocese
While conducting his latest affair in the vestry
with the teen age Dixie a Liverpool Irish scrub
ber from Holloway gaol already pregnant by
another Flint inadvertently sets the vestry on
fire Meanwhile his wife hysterically crippled
since her honeymoon sets fire to the church She
is then murdered by her sister formerly Flints
mistress who promptly goes mad Flint and
Dixie escape abroad on his motor bike and side
car While she is in labour by the roadside he
helplessly crashes into an ammunition lorry and is
killed
Mercer has claimed that Flint s humanity is
more valuable and more deserving of our love and
compassion than the institution to which he be
longs But to contrast the hero presented as
endearing with some stagey clerics is unconvrnc
ing demonstration Eecent levivals of Shaw
make riint look paltry as a play of ideas
especially as the individuals who catch the
muck are the vicar s hapless women1
There is melodrama In plenty and some lively
farcical comedy but wordy meditations virtually
monologues clog the action so that the play lacks
the pace and invention of the sparkling Feydeau
farces recently translated by Mortimer
Arthur Millet (b 1915)
Arthur Miner an admirer of Ibsen, shares his
strong sense of moral purpose and of the indivi
dual s responsibility to the community This is
balanced by a sympathetic understanding of the
insecurity of the Individual in modern society
Miller s characters deeply felt and realised are
fallible men who suffer through their own errors
of character or judgment in social conditions
which are incomprehensible, indifferent or even
hostile to them.
A recurrent pattern is that of paternal responsi
blkty within a patriarchal family unit and the
father s distress as he sees his errors hurting wife
and Sons But the sense of responsibility flows
 outwards to society as a whole of which the
family is but the growing point Significantly—
apart from the benign mother figures—Miller s
most balanced characters are lawyers
His plays are well constructed the dialogue
economic and telling and lie has progressed from
the realism of All My Sons published 1947 to
much freer experimental techniques while the
prose style has become more fluid and eloquent
Deotli of a Salesman    Published 1949    P
A compassionate and finely balanced play ex
poses the impingement of hire purchase com
meiciahsm on the Ageing salesman Willy Loman
a weak foolish and deeply affectionate man and
also reveals his overwhelming sense of guilt
towards wife and sons The play is worked out
on two planes the inexorable present and Willj s
past which obsessively enacts itself within his
mind The film version with Frederick March is
excellent
The Crucible    Published 1953    P
In 1949 Marion Stukey s Tlie. Devil in Massa
cJiusetts dealt with a witch hunt in Salem in 16^2
and pointed out its relevance to our own age ilso
rent by ideological intensities In 10o2 the
activities of McCarthy gave it a special urgencv
In his powerful play Miller uses this historical
incident to depict not an indifferent society but
one in which positive evil is unleashed The evils
he explores are the persecution, of a minority and
the interference of the Establishment in the
individual conscience
Characteristically Miller focuses attention on the
plain man John Proctor and he invents his former
adultery with Abigail so that the play is not a
partisan manifesto but a study of the complex
contradictions of actual hfe The self righteous
fanaticism of the persecutors and Proctors own
growth in self knowledge and courage are faith
fully and poignantly portrayed
A View From the Bridge    1956    P
Eddie Carbone a Brooklyn docker is so gripped
by jealous possessiveness of hia wife s niece that
he eventually betrays her two kinsmen illegal
immigrants to the Authorities
In a play of repressed sexual passion with hints
of incest and homosexuality Miller shows mastery
of a Mnd of situation new to him and the heighten
ing tension is realised in taxit and disciplined
sequences
A lawyer Alfien acts as a Greek chorus but is
powerless to intervene for Eddie infringes some
thing more primitive than the legal code and it 13
by the primitive vendetta that he is eventually
killed
Incident at Vichy    1966    P
Miller here turns to the responsibility of society
for the individual in a play which exposes the
latent racial hostility which even the best men
may unconsciously harbour
The example he takes is antisemitism the place
and tune Vichy in 1942 the scene a bleak ante
room within sound of a railway where sealed
trucks are deporting Jews to the furnaces of
Auschwitz Here a group of men and a boy
Jewish suspects await investigation There is an
atmosphere of chill horror and suspense as each
tries to summon up his own pitiful defence against
the premonition of the ghastly journey he must
embark on once he is summoned behind the
closed door
Eventually only two men remain the two most
aware and articulate Doctor Leduc a Jewish
analyst (Anthony Quayle) and Von Berg (Alec
Guinness) the only Gentile of the group a
cultured and humane Viennese Prince who is
horrified by the vulgarity and barbarism of the
Nazis
In their final dialogue Doctor Lednc convinces
the Prince of his unconscious antisemitism and
the Prince gives his safe conduct to the doctor
A subsidiary theme of the play ib the way
society imposes extrinsically an identity on the
individual in this instance as In Frisch s Andorra
the rdle of victim on the Jewish people Through

